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The last
generation–remember
the Corvette with the
engine in the
front?–managed a 27
mpg result in the same
test. The new Corvette
uses Chevrolet's
Infotainment 3 Plus
system, which features
...
GM 6.0 Liter V8 Small Block
L98 Engine
Champion, a globally
recognized industry leader
in specialty products for
over 65 years, recently has

introduced a premium
quality, full-synthetic
transmission fluid specifically
designed for use in ...
GM’s Final V12 Was an
Obscure 11.5-Liter Truck
Engine From the 1960s
The new 350/290 HP Deluxe –
part number 19244450 –
package includes the high-flow
intake manifold, chrome valve
covers, chrome air cleaner,
chrome timing chain cover,
chrome breather cap ...
2022 Chevrolet S10
Pickup Revealed With
Two Engine Options
From a numbers and
specs perspective,
the C8 has everything
beat at its price
point. Chevy ...
6.2-liter V8 engine.
In base form it makes
490 horsepower and
465 pound-feet of
torque.
Champion Oil Brings to the

Aftermarket a New Continuously
Variable Transmission (CVT)
Fluid
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Westech Dyno Tested a
540-Inch Big-Block Chevy
that made nearly 1,000 hp at
7,400 rpm. The result is a
mill that makes a ton of
torque all across the rpm
band and more than enough
hp.
GM 6.0 Liter V8 Small Block
L76 Engine
General Motors plans to
resume ... with a flex-fuel
gasoline engine or a 2.8-liter
turbo diesel. The four-cylinder
base motor develops 268 Nm
(198 pound-feet) of torque at
4,400 rpm and 206 ...
2021 Chevrolet Camaro
Ford is set to unveil its next
major electric vehicle, the
F-150 Lightning, at 9:30PM
ET on Wednesday, May
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19th. But this isn’t just
another EV event. An electric
version of the automaker’s
iconic ...
Only One Engine for the next
Chevrolet Colorado/GMC
Canyon?
There are two specific variants of
the L76, one for GM trucks and
the other for sedans, and they
feature several key performance
differences. Overview The 6.0L
L76 engine debuted in the 2006 ...
Dyno Tested! 540-Inch Big-
Block Chevy Makes Nearly
1,000 hp at 7,400 rpm
Diesel engine power ratings ...
maximum towing and hauling
capability in the segment. GM
has Ford’s once-untouchable
specs right in its crosshairs.
Maximum trailering is up to
20,000 pounds ...
A new 350/290 HP Deluxe
crate engine is offered
from GM Performance
Parts (GMPP)
That engine is actually very
well suited to today's GM
products with its 308 hp and
275 lb-ft of torque. The same
fate would be reserved for
the Duramax diesel engine, a
2.8L 4-cylinder unit ...
2011 Chevrolet Silverado 2500
The 2021 GMC Canyon is
essentially the more glamorous
version of the Chevy Colorado ...
also available with a trio of
engines that include a strong V-6
and a torque-rich diesel four-
cylinder.

Ford F-150 Lightning
revealed: an electric truck
for the masses

This is Part II of a three-part
series profiling General
Motors ... on gasoline
engines to speed up delivery.
Buick even devised an
automatic transmission for it
-- a hydraulic torque
converter.
Chevy Camaro ZL1 Races
Mustang GT Over a
Quarter-Mile, Ford's
Feelings Get Hurt
Several General Motors
performance ... to the L98
V8 engine. As such the
power figures are very
similar with the L98
producing 362 horsepower
and 391 pound-feet of
torque. The crankshaft in ...
How Much Ford’s F-150
Lightning Electric Truck
Costs vs. Regular F-150,
Chevy, Ram
The 2021 Chevrolet Camaro
is ... four-cylinder
turbocharged engine and an
automatic or manual
transmission. It makes 275
horsepower and 295 pound-
feet of torque, returning 25
mpg combined with ...
Affordable Small-Block
Chevy Rebuild Makes Nearly
400 HP on a 327
If this drag race took place in
the Mortal Kombat universe,
we’d have heard the game's
announcer utter the word
“fatality” after that Mustang
finally crossed the line. Yes, it
was that bad of a ...
Review, Pricing, and Specs

General Motors ... engines over
the years, with some of the
lesser-known six-cylinders
being built by GMC in the early
1960s finding their way into
heavy trucks. When the demand
for more power and ...
How GM's Divisions Tackled
the War Effort
Ford has revealed the F-150
Lightning, an all-electric
version of its popular pickup
truck due out in 2022, and it’s
aggressively priced for an EV.
The base model with 230 miles
of range starts at $39 ...
2021 Chevrolet Corvette
Ford says the new F-150
Lightning EV pickup is the
smartest truck the company
has ever made. It also
happens to have the full
weight of Ford's electric
future riding on its battery-
laden frame. Sure, ...
Ford F-150 Lightning: what
to expect from the
automaker’s first electric
pickup truck
Doing an affordable rebuild
on your 327 or 350 small-
block Chevy is easy if you
use the right aftermarket
parts. To prove this we
install Trick Flow’s Top-
End kit and hit the Westech
dyno!
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